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SOURCES & RESOURCES

INTRODUCTION

A t the beginning of the previous century, Rav Avraham Yitzhak 
Ha-Kohen Kook called for expanding the yeshiva curriculum to 
include Tanakh, Aggada, and Mahshava alongside the more tra-

ditional fare of the halakhic sections of Gemara. This shift went together 
with the Jewish people’s return to the Land of Israel where our nation 
could live a more holistic, less fragmented existence, in which all aspects 
of experience link together in a grand religious framework (Iggerot 
ha-Ra’aya I, #103; Orot ha-Torah 13:4). Those interested in a compre-
hensive and unifi ed existence would want to study the totality of Torah 
knowledge. In time, our community has seen the partial fulfi lment of 
R. Kook’s vision. During the latter part of the twentieth century we have 
been witness to renewed energies in the larger world of Torah, and the 
investment of spiritual and intellectual capital in previously underdevel-
oped areas of Torah study, especially in the Jewish state.

Nechama Leibowitz’s pioneering efforts generated awareness of the 
treasures available in close reading of traditional biblical commentaries. 
Subsequently, the lifework of R. Mordechai Breuer, R. Yoel Bin-Nun, and 
others helped prioritize Tanakh study in Yeshivot Hesder in particular and 
in the religious Zionist community worldwide. Meanwhile, the academy’s 
turn towards more literary analysis and less historical criticism (most 
manifest in the writings of Robert Alter and Meir Sternberg) led towards 
novel and productive readings of Tanakh. Dr. Yonatan Grossman’s more 
recent insightful volumes exemplify the contribution of these literary 
techniques.

Though not to the same extent, Aggada experienced resurgence as well 
in both the beit midrash and the university. Shiurim based on R. Kook’s 
aggadic commentary Ein Aya can be heard in many post-high school 
learning institutions. In the academic orbit, Prof. Yonah Frankel’s sensi-
tive aggadic readings focus on each story individually while Profs. Ofra 
Meir and Jeffrey Rubinstein counter that the larger context of the sugya 
and Talmudic chapter also matter. All three have contributed perceptive 
aggadic readings. Other authors, including R. Levi Cooper and myself 
have utilized the wide range of rabbinic luminaries to show that our tradi-
tion incorporates profound aggadic commentary if one knows where to 
look. Even a secular Knesset member, Ruth Calderon, has penned quality 
volumes on Aggada. R. Kook’s vision has come to pass.
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The “Sources & Resources” column, a forum for shorter essays of 
biblical analysis, was initiated by R. Shalom Carmy and has thus far 
appeared twice in the pages of TRADITION. R. Yaakov Blau (48:2-3) analyzed 
an approach of a traditional commentator (R. Yosef Bekhor Shor) while 
Dr. Yael Ziegler (49:2) represented the new school of literary interpreta-
tion. Under our new editorship, we will be introducing two changes to 
this feature. It will now appear in every issue and it will include interpreta-
tions of Aggada as well as Tanakh. Among other benefi ts, this will expose 
Orthodoxy’s intelligent readership to the positive work being done in 
these disciplines by a range of scholars, including many younger voices. 
We hope this feature will help further R. Kook’s call for connecting to the 
wide scope of Torah and that the profundity of the various rooms of 
Torah will integrate into a magnifi cent mansion.
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